
Did you know that around 1,200,000
people in Mexico have a

neurodevelopmental disorder?
*According to INEGI figures (2020)



50%
Does not receive special

education

The probability of having a
neurodevelopmental

disorder is 15%.

1 out of 20
People may have ADHD



CLASS ATTENDANCE
WITH ADHD

Undergraduate student scores in public universities 2020

Do we have to adapt to an
education that does not work

for everyone?
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By Team Guacamole

Education that fits you



WHO ARE WE?
We are a platform that with the help of new
technologies seeks to develop an integrative
model primarily focused on university students
with neurodevelopmental disorders, so that
they can receive personalized education
tailored to their needs.





AdaptaTec



Juliana Silva
Which course do you used to
learn how to use Adobe?

I´m the only Englishman in the place. 

Andrew is Irish. 

So the English course will not only improve their

English, but bring them together and bond them”

Lithuanians; we have Sri Lankas: we have some North

Africans and we have Middle Easterners. 

Daniel says that for both business and personal change to

happen, he creates emotional safety first. “Psychological

safety”, wich shares many defining characteristics with

emotional safety, is a term coined by Harvard Business

School professor Amy Edmonson, described as:

 “the shared belief that a team is safe for interpersonal

risk-taking”. 

Leaders create psychological safety in their organisations

by three paths: Framing work as learning, rather than

execution; acknowledging their fallibility; and modelling

curiosity by asking a lot of questions. 

When Daniel arrived, people were scared. 

They thought their jobs were risk, or that they

would be found out for past misdemeneanours. 

1

Hi, I'm your personal tutor. Let me
know if you need help with
anything :)

Can you separate the page by
topic?

Of course! Here you go

TECGPT

12 43.
Building interpersonal 
skills (Gpo 523)

Building solutions for the
the market (Gpo 343)

Strategic dimension of human capital (Gpo 353)

Negotiation Across Cultures (Gpo 513)
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Lithuanians; we have Sri Lankas: we have some North

Africans and we have Middle Easterners. I'm the only

Englishman in the place. Andrew is Irish. So the English

course will not only improve their English, but bring

them together and bond them”. 

Daniel says that for both business and personal change to

happen, he creates emotional safety first. “Psychological

safety”, wich shares many defining characteristics with

emotional safety, is a term coined by Harvard Business

School professor Amy Edmonson, described as: the

shared belief that a team is safe for interpersonal risk-

taking. Leaders create psychological safety in their

organisations by three paths: Framing work as learning,

rather than execution; acknowledging their fallibility;

and modelling curiosity by asking a lot of questions. 

When Daniel arrived, people were scared. They thought

their jobs were risk, or that they would be found out for

past misdemeanours. “Jim, who had been leading, had

been here a very long time”, Daniel explains.”People had

lateral grow  up with him. All of a sudden he was just

gone and it happened quickly. My job was emotional

safety first, then I got into one-to-ones with all the

people and started to create change. After that I started to

look at the business processes”
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Malú Ascanio has made an
observation!
See Comments...
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Exercise 10.

1. Find the optimal purchase of goods by a

consumer.

2. Whose utility function is U=q1q2.

3.Then calculate the ordinary demands and

income elasticities for each good.

4. With the following budget constraint is

3q1+4q2 = 100 calculate the total utility. 

5. Then assume that the price of good q2 increases 

6. Find the new equilibrium 

7. Also identify the Substitution Effect and the      

Rent Effect. 

8. Graph the process

Malú Ascanio has made an
observation!
See Comments...

Utility function 
U=q1q2
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How will we do it?



Result Analysis



Juliana Silva
Which course do you used to
learn how to use Adobe?

Student Ana Gomez
Write here ...

Strategic dimension of human capital
(Gpo 353)

Estimated level of adaptability

1 sem 2 sem 3 sem
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Quiz 1. Economics

10/12

Question 1 Correct

Estimated level of comprehension

0 53

See Answer

Question 2

Mis clases

Ana GomezResult for: 
Construction of a solution for the 
market (Gpo 353)

Student Carlos Fernandez 
Write here ...
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Adaptable difficulty
system

Supervised Learning
Technologies (AI)
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75 % 7 %

Why is ADAPTATEC
innovative?

of Universities
Utilize virtual

platforms 
*In the world

of Universities
in Mexico claims to have

special programs for
students with cognitive

diversities

 Soluciones Actuales

Timer 
Target settings

Time and activity monitoring
Utilization of study techniques

Text rewriter
General ideas

TRAINING CAMPAIGNS

83 K DOWNLOADS 0.9 K DOWNLOADS

100  K DOWNLOADS



Projection

Close agreements with these
institutions to implement our
platform within their virtual
portals.

Source: Global Instructure Study (2021)



Our Team

PAULA VALENTINA
PLAZA ALEGRIA

ALISA PEREZ 
PAKHOMOVA

PER JOHANNES
FAGERBERG

SOFIA ESTUPIÑAN
PEPINOSA

JUAN CÉSAR
CHAVARRI CERNA



Estimated
8,500 students
suffer from cognitive 
cognitive disorders

Education that fits you



Thank you for listening!

Educación que se adapta a ti.



No Rules With Rules

Large language model (TecGPT)


